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dministration, staff and teachers had an outstanding 2009. In one of the most difficult economic
environments any of us has faced, they maintained
highest academic standards, expanded extra-curricular
offerings, completed a new school building, and delivered a 0% increase budget that sustains the quality of
our k-8 program.

School. We can be confident that our k-8 program has
prepared these students well for the academic rigor of
our high school, and has made them eager to pursue
the even broader range of extra-curricular programs
offered at cchs.
Completing the new Willard on time and under budget
stands as a testament to our Town’s commitment to sustaining an excellent school system. Many people across
our community had a direct hand in this success, from
the Concord citizens on the original building committee to the teachers incorporating instruction about the
“green” construction process into their curriculum, and
everyone in between. Our sincere thanks to all.

Maintaining the highest academic standards requires
At the same time, we must maintain the functionality
a constant focus on student learning, as well as a willof our middle school buildings, since those buildingness to ask how something that’s already good can ings will likely not see any major renovations in the
be even better. Whether measured by standardized
foreseeable future. We
tests, third-party asare therefore making
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2010-11 that sustains
inside and outside
the quality of our k-8
the classroom. Engagprogram is especially gratifying to report. 2009 brought
ing students outside the classroom is particularly imporfinancial challenges that will likely affect our schools for
tant in the middle school years. We want to respond to
several years. Fortunately, our administration had been
their broadening interests and alsoto give each student taking steps well before 2009 to control expense growth.
a chance to connect with others in middle school. cps
For example, we have pursued a strategy of developing
therefore continued to expand our extra-curricular
more in-house Special Education programs to reduce
offerings, and today, more than 65% of middle school
our dependence on expensive out-sourced programs.
students are involved in an extra-curricular activity.
This shift has meaningfully reduced the rate of growth
We celebrated another 8th grade completing Middle
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of sped expenses.
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cps successfully negotiated a new three-year contract
with the Concord Teachers Association . These negotiations took place while the economic news from the State
was bouncing between bad and uncertain. Nonetheless,
both sides worked through the issues in a productive
manner over several months and reached agreement
prior to the start of the school year.

for improved student learning, strong budget support
and management, and improved facilities, despite the
dark economic climate that challenges households,
businesses, and municipalities.
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Concord and Carlisle have struggled to contain expenditures in order to limit, and where possible to avoid
requests for a budget override. We did not seek an override for the current fiscal year, and at the time of this
writing we do not anticipate making such a request to
Concord Town Meeting for fy2011. While we are not
introducing some programmatic offerings we believe
would strengthen the educational experience for our
students, we keep these goals in minds for a time when
fiscal opportunities may be more favorable. At present
we are grateful for the fine working relationship we have

The year was characterized by uncommon consistency in
the composition of the School Committee and the high
school administrative team– all seven members of the
Through this combination of skillful long-term expense Committee are working as a team for the second conplanning , successful
secutive year, our SuConcord-Carlisle Regional School District Enrollment - October 1, 2009
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The greatest challenge
increase.
we have faced this past year has related to our operating
The School Committee appreciates the work, dedicabudgets. The Commonwealth’s deteriorating economy
tion, and skills of our administration, teachers, and staff, and attendant decline in tax receipts has resulted in
and we applaud them for their accomplishments. We the State cutting back on aid to school districts. We
are always grateful to all the residents of Concord for have seen a dramatic decline in aid, particularly for the
their commitment and active support of our schools. Special Education “circuit breaker” reimbursement for
We also want to thank the Concord Education Fund for expenditures the high school makes for students whose
its significant contributions to enriching our students’
needs necessitate enrollment in private therapeutic and
experience. Together, we are all stewards of an excellent special education settings. The lower level of reimburseschool system, and as good stewards do, we all strive to
ment resulted in reductions in staffing, materials and
leave this school system even better than we found it.
supplies, cuts in pay adjustments, as well as increases
We made good progress on that in 2009.
in parent contributions for athletic and extracurricular
activities. Our school administrators are carefully moniConcord-Carlisle Regional
toring budget performance and anticipate closing the
year within budget.
School Committee

T

he Concord-Carlisle Regional High School is
continuing its focus on student learning and
academic excellence throughout the school year. The
School Committee, School administration, faculty and
staff have worked hard to ensure that we meet our goals
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